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Dear Sir

I am writing in response to the article in The Times today regarding the supply of PPE to DHSC by Ayanda Capital 
Limited under the heading “Ministers waste £150m buying unusable masks from banker”. 

It is simply incorrect to state that the masks supplied are “unusable” or that “there are concerns that they cannot be fixed 
securely”.

As I pointed out to your journalist before this article was published, the masks supplied were subject to a rigorous due 
diligence process by DHSC’s Technical Assurance team and approved by them.  The masks meet all the required 
standards under both the DHSC’s own specifications and EU law.  All the masks have been manufactured and delivered 
to DHSC and none have been rejected by DHSC, as DHSC would have been able to do under the terms of our contract 
if the masks were faulty.

In direct contradiction to the statement in your article, the Government Legal Department has confirmed that the masks 
meet all the required standards.

At no point has anyone in Government or DHSC ever suggested to Ayanda that the masks are unusable, do not meet 
the required standards or are unsafe in any way. 

It is true to say that towards the end of our contract DHSC asked to swap a portion of the “ear loop” design masks for 
“Headband masks” as these had become the preferred design. However, the entire stock of masks supplied by Ayanda 
to DHSC remain available for use by key workers.

To conclude, the Government has not wasted any money in purchasing these masks and they are not unusable in any 
way. I trust this clarifies matters.

Yours sincerely

Tim Horlick
CEO, Ayanda Capital Limited
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